GOT,THOLD    EPHRAIM    LESSING
show that tht French poet, compared with the English
" drunken salvage ", was the veriest bungler ! It may
seem a tribute to Lessing's acumen that he should have
proclaimed Shakespeare a more faithful observer of
the Aristotelian law than Corneille; but far would
it have been from him to maintain, as we might
maintain to-fday, that Aristotle is a great critic of the
drama, because his theory is sufficiently elastic to allow
of the admission of Shakespeare. In Lessing's eyes
Shakespeare is to be praised because he can be proved
to be a classic poet, the " brother of Sophocles ".
For Lessing is a " classic " critic ; he had not a drop
in his blood of that romanticism which first found the
key to Shakespeare's heart. The quality whereby he
towers above the other classic critics of his century
lies in the nature of his classicism ; he did not take his
stand, like Boileau, on the baroque interpretation of the
antique initiated by Italy and France, but went back
to the eternal sources of classicism in Greece. He
adapted the classic dogma to the spirit of his time, and
by widening it and ennobling it, destroyed pseudo-
classicism. To such a mind Shakespeare's works
must necessarily have contained much that was anti-
pathetic ; and the best proof of it is that Shakespeare
meant, as we have seen, so little for his own dramatic
work. Much in the Hamburgische Dramaturgie is
' devoid of interest—other than a historical one—for
us to-day; it has long been discarded as a book of
study in German schools. But it is a notable monument
of eighteenth-century aesthetic thought, the greatest
text-book of the theatre of that century.
Much might be said of Lessing's theological con-
troversies, his sanguinary tussles with Pastor Goeze
and the champions of Lutheran orthodoxy. But these
too, are battles of long ago, and awaken but a faint
echo in the twentieth-century mind. What this great
rationalist fought for—tolerance, freedom of thought
and conscience—has long passed into the common-
places of our intellectual and spiritual life. But we

